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Ural cT
The cT is the perfect Ural for sidecar-rookies. It is lower slung
and lighter than other Ural models which means it can take
corners in its stride. It is fitted with 18-inch-wheels with
the best street tires for Ural sidecars, the Heidenau
K28 profile. All in all an ideal sidecar for daily
use, for weekend rides, or even for
shopping at the supermarket.
cT, as in “City Touring”.

Colours
Outback Orange (matt)
Black / Grey (matt)
Marine blue (glossy)

Ural T TWD
The basic Ural. Great price due to the fact that non
essentials have been removed whilst keeping the
distinctive Ural features. So back to basics; no pillion
seat, no spare wheel, no protectors, no windshields
and so on, BUT equipped with
sidecar wheel drive,
reverse gear, and
both electric and
kick starter.

Colours
Black (matt)
Terracotta (metallic satin)
Hunter Green

Ural T
Ural T is Ural pure. The Ural T is completely naked.
Unrivaled value for money. The ideal starting point
for building your very personal Ural icon.

Colours
Black (glossy)
Black (matt)

Ural Sportsman
The SPORTSMAN offers extraordinary fun
both on and off road. It features a
selectable non differential drive
to the sidecar wheel allowing
uncompromised progress
over the worst terrain
including gravel,
sand and even
snow.

Colours
Black with
white pin stripes
Silver Birch
Game Brown

Accessories pictured:
Drivers windscreen, sidecar
windscreen, LED head light
insert, rollover bar with
headrest, seat belts

Ural Ranger
The version for heavy duty: Selectable non differential sidecar drive,
search light, jerry can, shovel, spare wheel and cross-country tires
K37 Heidenau! There is no chrome and no sheen; it is available
in martial camouflage pattern called
as „Camo Sand“, or in
a defused and
monochrome
Asphalt Grey
or Olive Green.
The Ural RANGER –
perfect for the desert,
deep forests and
wilderness.

Colours
Asphalt Grey (matt)
Olive Green (matt)
Sand (camouflage)

Ural Customized
Ural offers countless special paint
finishes or additional underbody
protection ex works.
Ask your Ural dealer what is
possible! Long-standing
and popular tradition:
Ural limited Edition
models that show
the range of
designs
available.
For example:
Ural Geo, with
an extravagant
4 colours Pixel
finish and many
more extras.
.

Accessories pictured:
LED head light insert

Ural Cross
The sidecar edition for special purposes:
Sport or world tour – with or without
sidecar wheel drive.

Colour
Black

Ural Trailer
Carry your load with an assured sense of style!
Empty weight
110 kg
Maximum towing capacity
Ural Sportsman / Ranger
176 kg

Technical Data
Engine
Type	Air cooled 2-cylinder 4-stroke flat engine
Bore / Stroke
78 mm x 78 mm
Capacity
745 ccm
	Rated output
30 kW at 5,500 rpm
Max. torque
55 Nm at 4,300 rpm
Fuel management
Electronic fuel injection
Max. speed
105 km/h
Ignition
Electronic

Power Transmission
Clutch
Gearbox
Final drive
		
Starter

Dry double disc clutch
4-speed and 1 reverse
Flexible drive shaft for rear wheel (plus selectable non differential
sidecar drive on T TWD / Sportsman / Ranger)
Electric plus kick-starter

Chassis / Brakes
Frame
Double loop steel frame
Front suspension	Leading link forks with hydraulic shock absorbers, 7-position pre-load adjustment
	Rear suspension
Double sided swinging arm with hydraulic shock absorbers, 7-position pre-load adjustment
Sidecar suspension
Single sided swinging arm with hydraulic shock absorbers, 7-position pre-load adjustment
Brakes
Hydraulic disc brakes on all 3 wheels

Weight / Dimensions
Empty weight
Permissible max. weight
	Length / Width / Height
Seat hight
Tank capacity
Fuel consumption
CO2 emissions

320 - 363 kg
672 kg
2,580 / 1,700 / 1,100 mm
790 mm
19 l, 98 Octane
4,4 l / 100 km
87 g / km

URAL Webshop: www.ural-shop.com
Accessories
Luggage systems
Tires, wheels
Tunings, upgrades
Winter-specials
Clothing

Authorized Ural dealer

European distributor · Ural Motorcycles GmbH
A-4614 Marchtrenk · Austria
www.ural-motorcycles.com
Manufacturer · PK Irbit Motorcycles Plant
RU-623851 Irbit · Russia

